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Abstract

CoronaSurveys is an ongoing interdisciplinary project developing a system to infer the incidence of
COVID-19 around the world using anonymous open surveys. The surveys have been translated into
60 languages and are continuously collecting participant responses from any country in the world. The
responses collected are pre-processed, organized, and stored in a version-controlled repository, which is
publicly available to the scientific community. In addition, the CoronaSurveys team has devised several
estimates computed on the basis of survey responses and other data, and makes them available on the
project’s website in the form of tables, as well as interactive plots and maps. In this paper, we describe
the computational system developed for the CoronaSurveys project. The system includes multiple com-
ponents and processes, including the web survey, the mobile apps, the cleaning and aggregation process
of the survey responses, the process of storage and publication of the data, the processing of the data
and the computation of estimates, and the visualization of the results. In this paper we describe the
system architecture and the major challenges we faced in designing and deploying it.

1 Introduction

During the current coronavirus pandemic, monitoring the evolution of COVID-19 cases is of utmost impor-
tance for the authorities to make informed policy decisions (e.g., lock-downs), and to raise awareness in the
general public for taking appropriate public health measures.

At the time of the pandemic outbreak, a lack of laboratory tests, materials, and human resources implied
that the evolution of officially confirmed cases did not represent the total number of cases [1, 2]. Even now,
there are significant differences across countries in terms of the availability of tests. For this reason, given the
rapid progression of the pandemic, in some cases health authorities are forced to make important decisions
based on sub-optimal data. For this reason, alternatives to testing that can be rapidly deployed are likely
to help authorities, as well as the general population, to better understand the progress of a pandemic [3],
particularly at its early stages or in low income countries, where massive testing is unfeasible.
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Figure 1: CoronaSurveys computational system architecture

To this end, we have created a system, named CoronaSurveys1 to estimate the number of COVID-19
cases based on crowd-sourced open anonymous surveys. CoronaSurveys has been operating since March
2020, starting with only three countries (Spain, Portugal and Cyprus) and currently offering surveys for all
the countries in the globe.

CoronaSurveys uses the network scale-up method (NSUM) [4, 5], which implements indirect reporting
to: (1) reach a wider coverage in a shorter time frame, (2) obtain estimates that converge faster to the
true value, and (3) preserve the privacy of the participants. The individual responses act as snapshots of
knowledge of the current situation of the pandemic from a personal point of view. When these responses
are analysed collectively, across time and geographic locations, a combined view of the pandemic can be
inferred. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest scale NSUM system ever deployed and the only
one to be collecting data continuously over a period of over a year using open surveys.

In this paper, we present the main components of the current CoronaSurveys infrastructure, including the
collection, processing and visualization methods used. The computational system powering CoronaSurveys
has been designed as the aggregation of lightly coupled components that can be replaced and modified
almost independently (see architecture in Fig. 1). This has enabled the system to continuously adapt to the
evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic with relatively low effort, demonstrating its extensibility, re-usability,
and potential to be used for tracking future pandemic outbreaks.

2 Data Collection

The data collection subsystem consists of (i) a user-centered web and mobile front-end interface, providing
a straightforward and intuitive access to the surveys, and (ii) a data collection back-end enabling response
aggregation in a consistent and structured format to facilitate post-processing.

1Accessible at https://www.coronasurveys.org.
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Figure 2: Snapshots of the Coronasurveys app. It shows the main app screen (left), the information about
the project shown when accessing the survey (center), and the survey questions (right).

2.1 Front-end: Survey Design

Usability, interaction, and user interfacing play key roles in the initial engagement and subsequent retention
of participants. To this end, we pay attention to two main elements: (1) the appearance and usability of the
front-end solutions, and (2) the contents and length of the survey.

The web and mobile survey applications have been designed to have minimal loading times, with
lightweight graphical elements, a color scheme and page layout suitable for all users, including visually
impaired participants and participants in geographic locations where internet speeds may be poor (see Fig-
ure 2). For instance, a tailor-made cache system has been built and deployed to minimize the survey loading
time. Similarly, in order to be able to improve accessibility and user experience, the initial website was
migrated from GitHub pages to a Wordpress deployment in a server managed by the project team.

To preserve user engagement, minimize participant fatigue, and ensure a steady flow of responses we
initially designed a minimal survey consisting of two simple questions:

1. How many people do you know personally in this geographical area? Include only those whose health
status you are likely to be aware of. (The geographical area was previously selected, see Figure 2.)

2. How many of those were diagnosed with or have symptoms of COVID-19?

We denote the reply to the first question as the Reach, ri, and the reply to the second question as
the Number of Cases, ci. In this way, the aggregated value

∑
i ci/

∑
i ri provides a rough estimate of the

incidence of COVID-19. The simplicity of the survey, together with the increased interest of people in the
initial stages of the pandemic, led to successful initial survey deployments (e.g., 200 responses per week in
Spain, 800 responses in the first day in Cyprus, and more than 1000 in Ukraine). Despite their simplicity,
these two questions were sufficient for producing rough preliminary estimates of the cumulative incidence of
COVID-19 in several countries, in a period in which testing was scarce.
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Date Country C-ISO Region R-ISO Lang V ar1 . . . V arn Cookie Campaign

Table 1: Aggregation Row Format

As CoronaSurveys expanded its reach, additional questions were introduced to improve granularity and
estimate more parameters of the pandemic (like fatalities), while maintaining the survey completion time at
around one minute. Currently, the survey also includes the following questions:

3. Of the people with symptoms, how many are still sick?

4. How many started with symptoms in the latest 7 days

5. How many passed away?

By including these additional questions, we are able to track the number of active cases (Question 3),
new cases (Question 4), and the cumulative number of fatalities (Question 5).

2.2 Data Aggregation

The back-end data collection engine was designed to provide seamless aggregation of the data in a consistent
and structured format. Timeliness, consistency, and proper dissemination of the data were the three main
pillars of the aggregation process. CoronaSurveys updates its estimates daily to provide a comparison with
the estimates of officially confirmed cases, which are also updated once per day. This daily aggregation also
serves as a privacy preserving measure, as we discuss in the next section.

During aggregation, survey responses are classified by country and stored in individual files named as
CC-aggregate.csv, where CC is the two letter ISO code of the country. Each row in the file corresponds
to a single response and is composed of the elements that appear in Table 1: the date of the response,
the country for which the response reports, the country ISO code, the region in the country for which the
response reports (if any), the region ISO code, the language used to fill the survey, the answers to the survey
questions (V ar1, . . . V arn), a cookie that anonymously identifies a participant, and a campaign field that can
be used to identify responses that correspond to specific survey dissemination campaigns. The aggregated
data is then provided to the estimation engine and published in an online public repository [6].

2.3 User Privacy

Ensuring anonymity and privacy is important to minimize reservations from participants on filling the survey.
Ideally, we would like to acquire as much relevant data as possible (e.g., geolocation), but this is orthogonal
to anonymity and is likely to lead to less responses. CoronaSurveys implements four anonymity strategies:

Avoid Third Party Tracking: One of the initial concerns was to eliminate the possibility of a third
party to collect data from participants. Although first deployed in Google Forms, we quickly moved the
surveys to a self-hosted instance of the open-source tool Limesurvey [7] to minimize this risk.

Avoid Revealing User Identity: CoronaSurveys does not ask any personal questions, and only collects
data about the contacts of the participant. The data collected from each participant is limited to the day in
which the survey was completed, the geographical region for which the user wishes to provide information,
and the replies to the aforementioned questions.

Secure User Identification: Identifying users who return to the CoronaSurveys system, while preserving
their anonymity, is necessary to prevent malicious and repetitive responses that can skew our input data.
Given our goal to avoid storing personal information, creating personal accounts was not possible, and instead
we decided to create a random cookie at the participants browser, or device, to provide an identification for
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the user and stored it along with the time the survey was last filled in. The cookie is stored in an encrypted
form. This cookie can help us detect some duplicate responses and some malicious attacks (anonymous
duplication), but does not ensure security. For example, a user could submit its responses from multiple
devices, and each would be associated with a different cookie. To remove further malicious responses, we
implement outlier detection algorithms described in Section 3.

Protecting User Identity: Tracking the time when a user submits a response may allow an adversary
to recover their true identity. For this reason, we (1) do not include the time of the day in the aggregated
and published data, and (2) shuffle the responses of a single day preventing an adversary from extracting
the order in which responses were received.

3 Data Analysis

Based on the aggregated, anonymous data, CoronaSurveys employs several methods to produce estimates of
the number of COVID-19 cases in all geographical areas for which sufficient data are available, comparing
these estimates with those provided by the official authorities. The estimation methods are:

cCFR-based: This method is based in estimating the corrected case fatality ratio (cCFR), from
the official numbers of cumulative cases and fatalities, and taking an estimation of the approximate
number of cases with known outcomes into consideration. It is also assumed that a reliable value of
the traditional case fatality ratio (CFR∗) is available. (We use CFR∗ = 1.38% with a 95% confidence
interval of 1.23% and 1.53%, as described in [8].) Then, the number of cases is estimated by multiplying
the official figure of cumulative cases in a region D by the ratio cCFR(D)/CFR∗, where cCFR(D) is
the cCFR estimated for D.

cCFR-fatalities: This method divides the official number of fatalities on a given day d by CFR∗, and
assigns the resulting number of cases to day d − P (P is the median number of days from symptom
onset to death). We use P = 13, following the values reported by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention [9].

UMD-Symptom-Survey: This method uses the responses to direct questions about symptoms from
the University of Maryland COVID-19 World Survey [10] to estimate active cases. In particular, it
counts the number of responses that declare fever, and cough or difficulty breathing. This survey
collects more than 100, 000 individual responses daily.

UMD-Symptom-Survey-Indirect: This method estimates active cases applying the NSUM method
to the responses of an indirect question from the University of Maryland COVID-19 World Survey [10].
In this estimation method the Reach is obtained from the CoronaSurveys data, while the Number of
Cases are the cases reported by answering YES to the question (1) “Do you personally know anyone
in your local community who is sick with a fever and either a cough or difficulty breathing?” and
answering the question (2) “How many people do you know with these symptoms?”

300Responses: This method uses a weighted average of 300 filtered CoronaSurveys responses for a
given geographical area. Filtering consists in discarding answers that report an unusually large reach
(entries larger than 1.5 times the interquartile range above the upper quartile) or an unusually large
number of cases (over 1/3 of cases in the reach).

Estimates-W: This methods uses a weighted average of CoronaSurveys responses from the last W
days, using the same filtering criteria as 300Responses.

Cookies allow us to make sure we only count the latest answer for each respondent in each aggregated
batch (set of 300 responses for estimates-300, or last W days for estimates-W).
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The estimates obtained with the above methods are stored in the online public repository. Each method
M stores the estimates in a folder named estimates-M/PlotData, and the estimates for each country CC is
stored in the file CC-estimate.csv in the format shown in Table 2.

Date Population Est1 . . . Estn

Table 2: Estimates row format.

Once in the predefined format, the estimates are imported in a time-series database, from which we gener-
ate visualizations. Time-series databases are often used to store streaming data organized in measurements.
For CoronaSurveys, each series of estimates obtained with a given method is one such measurement, while
the date, the country, the region, and the population, are characteristics of the measurements, facilitating
the localization of the estimates.

4 Data Visualization

Finally, converting the computed data to meaningful visualizations is essential to observe trends, insights,
and behaviours from our data, as well as to communicate our outcomes to a wider audience. Our visualization
engine employs the Grafana [11] framework, which enables the creation of interactive plots of various types.
We can group our plots into three categories, based on the information they provide:

• CoronaSurveys participation statistics

• Global-scale visualizations

• Local-scale visualizations

To better map the effects of the pandemic and in order to capture a holistic view of its impact, we present
the computed estimates in both global, and countrywide (local) visualisations. Global visualisations intend
to expose the distribution of the pandemic around the globe, and identify areas with higher infection rates.
Countrywide visualisations aim to pinpoint the estimated magnitude of the problem compared to officially
reported cases.

4.1 Coronasurveys Participation Statistics

Figure 3 depicts the statistics of CoronaSurveys participation. In just over 12 months, CoronaSurveys has
collected data from roughly 25, 000 participants worldwide, with Spain being the country with the most
responses. This means that the absolute reach in Spain is significantly higher. However, the country with
largest relative reach with respect to the population is Cyprus, with almost 1, 300 responses, an absolute
reach of more than 30, 000, and a population of roughly 1 million. This figure also reflects the success of
indirect reporting: with this method, we obtain the information of more than 50 times the number of survey
responses, more than a million persons in total.

4.2 Global-scale Visualizations

Our goal for the global visualisations is twofold: (1) to provide a snapshot of the pandemic based on the latest
computed estimates and (2) to provide a comparative plot exposing the progress of the virus in multiple
countries.

A map is one of the most intuitive ways to present an instance of the data on a global scale. Therefore,
Figure 4 presents a map visualisation that includes the estimates of the percentage of cumulative cases
(infected) per country based on the cCFR algorithm (ccfr-based). Bubble points can capture the magnitude
of a value by adjusting their color based on a predefined color scale, and their radius relative to the maximum
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Figure 3: Coronasurveys statistics of participation and reach.

and minimum values on the map. On the top left of the figure there are visible drop-down menus to select
other estimators and metrics.

Figure 5 provides a comparison of the countries most affected by the pandemic. This plot also presents
the estimates, based on the Estimates-W algorithm. We show in this figure only the lines for UK, Brazil,
Portugal, France and Chile are shown for clarity. (Lines can be shown or hidden individually in the website
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Figure 4: Cumulative number of cases, estimated with the cCFR-based method, around the globe. A larger
radius means a higher percentage.

Figure 5: Global estimates of cumulative number of cases obtained with method Estimates-W. Only the
lines for UK, Brazil, Portugal, France and Chile are shown for clarity.

plot.)

4.3 Local-scale Visualizations

For local-scale visualization, we display the evolution in the number of active cases, new daily cases, and
contagious cases (see Figure 6), estimated with some of the methods described above. To estimate the
number of active and contagious cases when only daily cases are available (e.g., from confirmed data) we
assume that cases are active and contagious for 18 and 12 days, respectively [?, 9]. Observe in Figure 6 that
the ratios of active cases estimated on the last day (April 26th, 2021) with the responses to direct symptom
questions (blue line, 4.31%) and to the indirect questions using NSUM (purple line, 2.87%) are one order of
magnitude larger than those obtained with the official number of cases (0.33%) and the official number of
fatalities (0.31%). (The reason for the difference between the blue and the purple lines is currently under
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Figure 6: Estimates of number of cases in India. The estimates of active cases obtained with data from the
University of Maryland COVID-19 World Survey [10] are one order of magnitude higher than those obtained
from official data.

Figure 7: Survey responses in Portugal. Observe the increase of participation obtained in February 2021
with a paid campaign in Facebook Ads.

evaluation.)
To illustrate the estimates obtained from the survey we use Portugal, a country for which we obtained

a good number of replies (see Figure 7). Observe the increase in the number of replies in February 2021,
when a paid campaign in Facebook Ads was deployed in Portugal. Country-level plots present a comparison
of the different estimation methods for cumulative number of cases, including the report of the official
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Figure 8: Estimates for Portugal.

authorities. Figure 8 presents the cumulative number of cases estimates in CoronaSurveys for Portugal. The
thin green line is the number of cases reported by the official authorities, while the remaining curves present
the estimates obtained with cCFR-based, 300Responses, and estimates-W. As can be seen, all curves have
similar trends, but cCFR-based 300Responses, and estimates-W have sensibly larger values than the official
data.

5 Results

To test the feasibility of using CoronaSurveys to provide accurate estimates of the number of cases, we
conducted a comparison between our estimates and the results of massive serology testing in Spain, a study
conducted by Pollan et al. [?]. In this study [?], we calculated the correlation between our estimates and
the serology results across all regions (autonomous communities) of Spain in the timeframe of the serology
study. The serology study recruited n = 61075 participants, which represents 0.1787% ± 0.0984% of the
regional population. In contrast, CoronaSurveys data provides information on n = 67199 people through
indirect reporting, or 0.1827% ± 0.0701% of the regional population.

This resulted in a Pearson R squared correlation of 0.89. In addition, we observed that CoronaSurveys
systematically underestimates the number of cases by a factor of 46%, possibly due to asymptomatic cases.
This ratio is consistent with other survey implementations that used direct reporting instead [?].

Although further comparisons in other countries are necessary once we have sufficient data and similar
serology studies are available, we believe this strongly supports the use of open surveys as an additional
source of information to track the progress of pandemics.

6 Conclusions

In this article, we present the system architecture and estimation methods of CoronaSurveys, which uses
open surveys to monitor the progress of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our graphical estimations require large
amounts of data from active participants, but provide insightful depictions of the progress of the pandemic in
different regions, offering an estimation of the cumulative and active number of cases in different geographical
areas.

The most important challenge and limitation of CoronaSurveys is the number of survey responses. In
this sense, the dissemination of our graphical estimations is important to maximize user engagement and
retention. For this reason, in the future we aim to include a forecast of the number of cases and fatalities
based on recent data for different geographical areas, in order to empower the dissemination of our graphical
visualizations and with it increase user recruitment.

In addition, our outlier detection methods are heuristic and could, in the future, be improved to be
more resilient to malicious responses. CoronaSurveys is a work in progress, and features such as the number
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of responses per day could be implemented to detect certain types of malicious attacks which open online
surveys may be subjected to.

Our first evaluation, comparing the results of CoronaSurveys with a serology study in Spain provided
excellent results, supporting open surveys and indirect reporting as potential sources of information to
track pandemics, although further comparisons in different regions are required. An interesting topic of
discussion would be the minimum number of responses required to provide reasonably accurate estimates,
as increasing number of replies will balance out individual inaccuracies of over- or underestimation and
improve the functionality of our outlier detection methods, following the “wisdom of the crowd” phenomenon.
Naturally, the minimum number of responses will depend on factors such as population dispersion and
cultural differences on behaviour, but our initial estimate is that by indirectly providing information for a
percentage of the population similar to that of a massive serology study, we can already provide valuable
estimates.

In conclusion, massive serology testing is ultimately the standard to accurately estimate the prevalence
of COVID-19 in a region. However, this has its limitations, since it requires time until deployment, involves
massive resources and is unfeasible in some scenarios and countries. As an example, in the current outbreak
in India as of April 2021, the level of underreporting is likely to be very high [?], which matches what is
observed in Figure 6. In these scenarios, we believe indirect reporting can provide a viable alternative to
obtain early approximations of prevalence. Although CoronaSurveys is a work in progress and much fine
tuning is still required, we believe it provides a proof of concept of indirect reporting, as well as early results
on its feasibility.
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